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Quick Poll - Please take a moment...

Question 1:   How familiar are you 
with this topic of white fragility?

A. This is very new to me.

B. I have heard of it but 
couldn't explain it to 
someone else.

C. I have a working 
knowledge of white 
fragility.

D. I got this and could 
probably present this 
webinar.

Question 3:   I identify as:

A. Person of 
color/indigenous 
person (POCI)

B. White/European 
American

C. Multiracial, specifically 
White/European 
American and POCI

Question 2:   I have seen 
white fragility in action in my 
workplace.

A. Never

B. Occasionally

C. Sometimes

D. Often

E. Continually



My assumptions...
You are here because you:

▷ Understand that we all have biases, and you are 
actively working to become more aware of yours

▷ Acknowledge that systemic racism is real and needs 
to be dismantled

▷ Are willing to engage in self-reflection and 
understanding your own complicity in perpetuating 
systemic racism



PAUSE

BREATHE

REFLECT

REACT



“
Fitting In: Become who you need to be to be accepted

Belonging: Be who you are

- Brené Brown





PERSONAL
● What makes you 

unique
● Talents
● Likes
● Peculiarities
● Ways of doing things
● Personality Type
● Introvert/Extrovert
● Skills

SOCIAL
● Race/Ethnicity
● Language
● Gender Identity
● Geographic Location
● Socioeconomic 
● Religion
● Age
● Sexual Orientation
● Education
● Body Type
● Ability
● Family Structure



The Watcher
Thalamus

The Guard Dog
Amygdala

The Wikipedia Pages
Hippocampus

Hammond 
2015
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The Detective
Prefrontal Cortex



Stress Response       
Fight - argue, become 
aggressive

Flight - withdraw, denial

Freeze - disengage, 
silence oneself 

Appease - go along to        
get along

● Automatic survival 
responses

● These responses occur 
when an event or 
environment is so 
intense or frightening 
that it overwhelms our 
familiar coping 
mechanisms.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMMmRxkwmJk


Microaggressions are the everyday verbal, nonverbal, and 
environmental slights, snubs, or insults, whether intentional or 
unintentional, that communicate hostile, derogatory, or 
negative messages to target persons based solely upon their 
marginalized group membership (from Diversity in the 
Classroom, UCLA Diversity & Faculty Development, 2014). 

The first step in addressing microaggressions is to recognize 
when a microaggression has occurred and what message it may 
be sending. The context of the relationship and situation is 
critical. 



INTENT vs IMPACT



Why do people of color always have to make it about race?

From So You Want to Talk About Race by Ijeoma Oluo

▷ We ALL have a racial identity and are products 
of a racialized society. 

▷ White people need to become aware of your 
race and how race impacts your experience of 
any given situation.

▷ Acknowledging and talking about racial oppression and 
does not diminish the hardships white people have faced.

▷ Almost everything can be about race, but almost nothing is 
only about race.





False Dichotomy

The Bad/Good Binary

Racist = Bad / Not Racist = Good 
“He’s not racist. He’s a really nice guy.”

Color-blind and color-celebrate



White Fragility Claims
▷ I already know all this.
▷ You are judging me.
▷ You don’t know me.
▷ You are generalizing.
▷ This is just your opinion.
▷ The real oppression is class 

(gender, disability, etc.)
▷ Reverse racism - You’re being 

racist against me.
▷ Tone police - The problem is 

your tone.

▷ You are an elitist
▷ I just said one little thing.
▷ I didn’t mean it/I was just making 

a joke.
▷ Playing the “race card” - You’re 

making everything about race.
▷ You misunderstood me.
▷ I can’t say anything right.
▷ I have suffered, too.
▷ Just playing the “devil’s 

advocate”





FEAR Identity Safety



OPPRESSION Equity

Image source: 
https://givingcompass.org/article/dc-government-pursues-action-t
o-advance-racial-equity/
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MISTRUST

Image Source: 
http://www.ananddamani.com/blog/the-cause-of-mistrust-ii/

Responsiveness
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ISOLATION Relationships

Image Source: 
https://www.kevinmd.com/blog/2015/10/open-your-eyes-look-at-ea
ch-other-and-make-the-connection.html
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RESISTANCE Respect

Image Source: https://blog.cognifit.com/respect/
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HOPELESSNESS Resiliency and Justice

Image Source: 
https://joy.org.au/anastasiawarren/2017/08/28/resiliency/
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What can we do about this?

Instead of…
White Fragility Feelings
▷ Singled out ▷ Insulted
▷ Judged ▷ Attacked
▷ Angry ▷ Silenced
▷ Scared ▷ Guilty
▷ Outraged ▷ Shamed
▷ Accused

Try…
White Resiliency Feelings

▷ Gratitude
▷ Excitement
▷ Discomfort
▷ Motivation
▷ Humility
▷ Compassion
▷ Interest



Instead of…
White Fragility Actions

▷ Crying
▷ Physically leaving
▷ Emotionally withdrawing
▷ Arguing
▷ Denying
▷ Focusing on intentions
▷ Seeking absolution
▷ Avoiding

What can we do about this?

Try…
White Resiliency Actions

▷ Reflection
▷ Apology 
▷ Listening
▷ Processing
▷ Seeking more understanding
▷ Grappling
▷ Engaging
▷ Believing



▷ How has race impacted your life? If you are struggling to answer the question, 
why? 

▷ How do you see/have you seen color-blind ideology in your own life and 
workplace?

▷ What examples do you have of white solidarity in action? What was the outcome? 

▷ When have you chosen to be silent? What encouraged that silence? What was the 
impact of your silence on the racial status quo?

▷ How does your living and working environment reinforce your racial frame and 
ability to handle racial stress?

▷ When have you seen white fragility in action? How did you respond? What role did 
you play?

▷ How would you respond to white fragility in action after this webinar today?

Reflection Questions to Ask Yourself...and Others



Resources

To learn more about AMAZEworks equity 
training and consulting services and our 

anti-bias education programs, please contact 
Rebecca Slaby at rebecca@amazeworks.org 

or visit our website at amazeworks.org.
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